
DISCOVER YOUR ESTUARY
INVESTIGATION SHEETS:
JUST PHOTOCOPY AND GO!

In this section, we have provided a number of ready-to-use Activity

Sheets that allow you to just photocopy the quantities you need—

one per person or one per group—and go! We recommend that you

take a copy of the “Discover Your Estuary” Book with you for

reference. Usually there is helpful background information in the

Book to supplement the Activity Sheets.

The “Safari” sheets (#’s 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10) are like “treasure

hunts”: kids of all ages can use them to practise their observation

skills and record their observations.

The “Micro-habitat Observation” sheets (#’s 1, 3, and 8) suggest in

depth studies that will require patience and perhaps some

demonstration and practice. The most elaborate study is found on

Investigation Sheet #3, “Tideflat micro-habitat study”. You can read

more detailed instructions in the Book and in the Salt marsh and

Tideflat chapter. There are two “general” observation sheets that can

be used for many purposes, and in any area of the estuary, #9 AND

#11.

Investigation Sheet #9 encourages free-form exploration; and it is

designed to fold into a small square that fits into a kid’s pocket

easily. On this rainy day each of the students can use a small square

of corrugated cardboard as a “clipboard”, and keep the sheet dry

inside a ziplock baggie.

Every scientist has a field form or book
for measurements and observations.



Investigation Sheet #11 encourages kids to think about how humans

are changing the estuary. There are three chapters in the Book that

give background information on human effects on the estuary; you

may want to use some of this material in preparation for the field

trip, and there is a wealth of information in these chapters for

students to do their own research, before or after the field trip.







Quadrats are used to sample a known surface area.  Digging out the top 2” of the
quadrat reveals a living “mud carpet”, since Invertebrates are found under the
surface of the mud.  Illustrations and further instructions can be found on pages
45 and 46 of the Book; and see Suggested Readings, pp. 118-120.

Unless it is a piece of human waste (eg., styrofoam) or nonliving matter (eg.,
pebbles) everything the treasure hunters find can be categorized as follows:




















